Cooling times for relativistic energies are much longer than for typical coolers:
• while an order of magnitude estimate was sufficient for typical coolers it becomes unacceptable for RHIC with a store time of a few hours and fast emittance degradation due to Intra Beam Scattering (IBS)
We need computer simulations which will give us cooling times estimates with an accuracy much better than an order of magnitude. 
Observations
• Using single-particle formula allows to fit experimental data and extract V_effective.
• However, since rms velocity spreads of cooled proton beam are significant (for our measurements, we would need to have dp/p=1e-5 and ε=1e-9 um to neglect this effect, while parameter of the proton beam with which we did measurements typically had about dp/p=5e-5 and ε=5e-8 um), fitted V_effective has contribution from this effect.
The accurate procedure is then to measure rms velocities of the distribution and average single-particle formulas over the proton distribution.
This was done for all 10's of friction force curves which were measured for various parameters Detailed comparison: Averaging over ion distribution rms parameters of proton beam were measured for each measurement of friction force curve.
1. First approach: assume C is known and treat V eff as fitting parameter. 2. Second approach: assume V eff is known from measurements and treat C as fitting parameter. Second and ½ approach -basically, both C and Veff are fitting parameters (plus averaging) single-particle force with larger fitted coefficient C with Veff somewhat smaller than measured maximum 
